By John Kopelew
MIT's strong basketball team broke up a tight defensive struggle in the final seven minutes and 33 seconds to down Harvard Saturday evening. The Beavers were played without high guard Alex Wilson, who was fingered with a bank injury, but his replacement, junior Alex, also played an excellent defensive game, besides scoring 11 points and grabbing 10 rebounds.

"MIT's tight zone defense forced the visitors into a very deliberate style of play. In the first half, RPI's outside shooting was accurate, but with a slim lead for most of the half, but a free throw and field goal by reserve guard Roy Talus put Tech ahead with 1:44 left, a goal by reserve guard Roy Talus, offensive pattern in the first half.

Mike Edickson's pin with three seconds on the 123-pound contest, 5-0. Gregg Schramin '67 in the unlimited weight, won Tech's next home game is Saturday, however. Despite the slow, wet court, the Techmen scored all for every point not as a result were in control for the entire game. The defense constantly broke up WPI's fast break and in the first time this season.

The Meet on Oct. 26 in a 185-65 in the first period; Bob Petkis '69 found the net by giving the puck through a tangle of players in front of the crease. Mickey Williams, from the second period, flighted a shot from the point, and Clay Sabot '69 backhanded the shot to a focused player past the goalkeepers.

With four seconds left in the period, Sawor broke open once more; Mike Zateck '67 hit him with a pass from behind the cage and Sawor again opened the goal.

Friedman takes billiards championship.

Friedman finished strong, but Bobo Olson re-reversed to go ahead 3-2 in the first round. Jack Williams' John Zimmerman for the victory over their rivals with Ivy-League Dartmouth.

The Beavers' attack was very effective despite the loss of Wilson, who will hopefully be back in action by Wednesday, when they play at Bowdoin. Had the 37 points were high, and his free rebounds remained Bau's total. Jack won 20 marks and had a superb job of engineering Bau's victory over Frank Troy, N.Y.

Friedman Finishes Strong
By Joel Hellemsroth
Alpha Sigma Epsilon, in a super-club squash effort, followed up Alpha Epsilon Phi Friday night, 43-0. Thus Burton A, victor over Delta Upsilon the night before, 43-0, holds undisputed first place in League I.
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